
FACT SHEET

SHE Counts!®

Advancing the status of Arizona's women through research, advocacy and
philanthropy  to ensure their safety, health and economic independence.

About Our Foundation
Arizona Foundation for Women was founded in response to
the low rate of philanthropic giving to women’s issues
(around 4%). Since its inception in 1995, AFW has
contributed over $3 million to the community.

At AFW, we connect hearts and minds and work to create a
collaborative spirit. Our approach is a holistic strategy of
research, advocacy and innovative grant-making that is both
necessary and practical. 

We believe that SHE Counts!® What makes AFW so effective
is our flexibility to meet needs through multiple delivery
channels. Our foundation excels at identifying unmet needs
and developing the initiatives and methods to address them.
This approach allows the foundation to address the issues of
Arizona women from a broader, macro perspective.

SAFETY
The safety of women is an essential part of our
mission. Domestic violence and human trafficking
have been an ongoing fight at AFW. We will not
stop until every woman in Arizona feels and is safe.

HEALTH
A women’s physical, mental and spiritual well-
being is another key element AFW addresses. A
women’s health is an important ingredient in her
success.

ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
Women’s economic power is vital to a woman’s
success and the success of raising a family. Equity
and equality of women has a positive impact
benefiting the entire community.

WWW.AZFW.ORG

THE STATUS OF ARIZONA WOMEN
Based on findings from the AFW 2020 Status of Women in Arizona
Research Report.



RESEARCH
Approximately every three to four years, Arizona
Foundation for Women completes and publishes Arizona’s
only Status of Women in Arizona Report. This is an in-depth
research on the status of women in Arizona as it relates to
the country. Many community leaders, philanthropist and
nonprofits rely on this research to make change in the
community or to fulfill their mission.

ADVOCACY
As a leading voice for women in Arizona, AFW is a key
resource with a long history of effectively advocating on
behalf of women. It is imperative we inform the entire state
about issues affecting women.

PHILANTHROPY
AFW believes that if women are afforded ample and equal
resources, the entire state benefits. The foundation invests
in innovative and change-making programs that address
the unmet needs of Arizona’s women and children. By
providing financial resources to statewide nonprofits whose
mission and goals focus on the safety, health and economic
empowerment of women, we accomplish incredible,
powerful outcomes together. Through rigorous granting
and evaluation process, we have awarded millions of dollars
to the Arizona community since our inception in 1995.
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Make a donation or become a member
of our SHE Counts!® Legacy Circle.
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Attend our annual Awards Luncheon,
a SHE Talks!™ salon series event or
one of our Financial Independence

Seminars.

How We Work

PAST GRANTEES
Through research, advocacy and philanthropy AFW supports organizations such as these:

Arizona Legal
Women &

Youth
Services

AFW vets the accountability of nonprofits, ensuring that their financial practices ethically fulfill their mission.

Join us as a skill-based volunteer.

Make an impact:

@azfoundationwomen @ArizonaFoundationForWomen @shecounts

Follow us for event updates and news!
#SHECountsAZ2201 E Camelback Rd 

Suite 405-B
Phoenix, AZ 85016

ARIZONA FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN

602.532.2800

info@azfw.org
www.azfw.org

Apply for our women's leadership
development program, SHE Leads!™,

as either a participant or a mentor.
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https://www.instagram.com/azfoundationwomen/?hl=en

